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Primary Contact

Tae-Woo Kwon
Duty General Manager/R&D-Standards Team
Samwoo Building, 725-24 Yeoksam-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 135-921, ROK
Phone: +82-2-2052-9334
Fax: +82-2-2052-9339
Email: terra67@kocema.org
Website: http://www.kocema.org/

Organizational Chart
## Major Activity

- Establishing policy and conducting research for the development of the construction equipment industry
- Investing in development of the construction equipment industry
- Promoting of international cooperation in construction equipment trading
- Exchanging and managing technology
- Collecting and providing information and statistics
- Organizing and arranging domestic and overseas exhibitions

## Committees Management

### Standards developing Organizations
- ISO TC 127 Earth-moving Machinery
- ISO TC 195 Building Construction Equipment
- ISO TC 110 Industrial Trucks

### Technology Exchange
- Investigation and research for technology trends at home and abroad
- Strengthen international competitiveness such as improvement of productivity
- Rationalization and advancement of product
- Development of principle parts jointly in common, selection of cooperative and mutual buying items
- Management of parts manufacturing

### Statistics Research
- Investigation and research for the development of the construction equipment industry
- Investigation of the related statistics inside and outside of Korea
- Recommendations and arrangement of problems among members
- Publication of data such as analysis of management, collection of information, publicity and other related information

### Overseas Market
Promotion of export and international cooperation
- International agreement and negotiations
- Participation and arrangement for overseas related exhibitions
- Invitations of foreign specialists and receptions for visitors
- Preparation for the trade disputes and localization
- Preparation for damage caused by imported construction equipment

Environment & Legislation
- Provide support of laws and regulation of domestic and international related finance and tax systems
- Research of related policies requiring improvement